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SCIENCE FOR SOCIETY Despite the recognized value of carbon capture and storage (CCS) to the net-zero
transition, cost reduction of CCS technology continues to be seen as a prerequisite to its deployment at
scale. Thus, governmental support has been limited to research, development, and demonstration
(RD&D), and this has essentially prohibited investment in CO2 transport and storage (T&S) infrastructure,
which is critical to CCS commercial deployment. While reduced cost is prima facie desirable, the extent
to which this is material at the system level remains opaque. In this work, we quantify the value of CCS
RD&D in the electricity systems from public and private perspectives in different national contexts. We
found that existing CCS technologies are already cost-effective to provide substantial value at the system
level and that technology improvements are primarily beneficial for private sectors. Thus, public spending
should focus on CO2 T&S infrastructure deployment to accelerate CCS commercialization.
SUMMARY
Carbon capture and storage (CCS) has been recognized as a key technology in energy systems decarbon-
ization. However, numerous attempts to deploy CCS failed, and the technology is still viewed as pre-com-
mercial. Consequently, public investment in CCS has been largely limited to research, development, and
demonstration (RD&D) in capture technology. While it is understood that private investment will typically
focus on the development of intellectual property aimed at delivering a commercial advantage, there is a
lack of evidence that public investment in CCS RD&D can deliver commercial viability. Here, we show that,
while improved CCS technology in the electricity systems will deliver larger market shares to the technology
developers, the benefit on overall system cost is negligible. Thus, public sector efforts should focus primarily
on overcoming commercialization failures, such as the absence of CO2 transport and storage infrastructures
and other deployment barriers, leaving the development of intellectual property to the private sector.
INTRODUCTION

In 2004, Pacala and Socolow proposed that technologies

required for climate change mitigation are currently available.1

Since then, there has been an increasing appreciation of the

value of carbon capture and storage (CCS) in delivering afford-

able and reliable decarbonization of the economy. While there

is abundant evidence, such as that of the Intergovernmental

Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),2 showing that decarbonization

without CCSwill be uncertain and farmore costly, support for the

deployment of CCS at scale has been inconsistent.3,4 One of the

key rationales for this hesitation is the perceived high cost of

CCS technology, leading to a preferential focus of public funding

on research, development, and demonstration (RD&D) as

opposed to deployment.3–5 As a result, the majority of CCS
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plants currently in operation are used for gas processing or

enhanced oil recovery.4,6 In contrast, CCS applications for in-

dustrial and electricity sectors are very limited, in which the latter

is understood to be critical to enable decarbonization for other

sectors via electrification.

Although support for CCS has been, once again, increasing

since the Paris Agreement,3,4 the preoccupation with technology

cost reduction persists.7,8 To illustrate, most countries that

extensively mentioned CCS as a key for their net-zero strategies

ahead and after the COP26 in Glasgow also emphasized the

need to improve CCS techno-economic performance for large-

scale deployment.9–15 Consequently, the drive to find a ‘‘uni-

corn’’ CCS technology—that is a CCS technology with very

low capital cost and high efficiency and flexibility—continues,

funded by not only the private sector but also governments
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Figure 1. Total system costs of net-zero emissions systems in the

United Kingdom, Poland, Texas, Wyoming, South Korea, and

Indonesia

Data labels inside bars show total system costs in billion £. Total system cost in

this study includes generation cost and cost of unmet demand. Here we

observe that, regardless of national context, the exclusion of CCS as a tech-

nology is observed to significantly increase the costs of achieving a net-zero

emissions paradigm, with the magnitude of the value proposition varying by

the grid. Without CCS, total system cost in Indonesia is 35 times the cost with

CCS due to the value of lost load not meeting 80% of the demand in 2050.
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through public funding for CCS RD&D. It has been estimated

that, from 2010 to 2019, the US, UK, and EEA governments

have invested approximately £3.8 billion in CCS RD&D,16,17

with the global total estimated at £6.2 billion.18 For context, the

global public RD&D budget for renewable energy between

2010 and 2020 was approximately £32 billion.19 Importantly,

while the impact of the government’s investment on CCS infra-

structure is understood to be critical in enabling the commercial-

ization of CCS,20 the extent to which this has been achieved to

date is minimal. Therefore, given the limited public budget for

additional spending of any kind, particularly at the time of writing,

it is imperative that there is a clear understanding of where the

investment of publicmoney in CCSwill deliver the greatest value:

ought this be in improved capture technologies or in the deploy-

ment of transport and storage (T&S) infrastructure?

In the context of CCS RD&D, the value of techno-

economic improvement is primarily investigated at the technol-

ogy level21–25 to illustrate its impact on CCS competitiveness

against other technologies. Thus, CCS innovations are consis-

tently portrayed as being critical to deployment. However, there

is a distinct lack of discussions on the value of CCS innovations

from the whole system perspective. In 2012, Lohwasser and

Madlener showed that capital cost reduction and efficiency

improvement not only increases the deployment of CCS but

also significantly reduces the system cost in Europe by up to

35%.26 In agreement with Lohwasser and Madlener’s work,

Heuberger andMac Dowell27 also showed that cheaper technol-

ogy with higher flexibility and efficiency can reduce the UK’s sys-

tem cost by approximately 20%. However, these studies were

performed based on an assumption that emissions reduction

alone would be sufficient to stabilize the global average temper-

ature, in which the role and capacity uptake of the technology

might be substantially different. From the RD&D perspective,

developing a unicorn CCS technology remains a challenging
task, given that the features of such a technology may be region

specific, depending on the unique characteristics and chal-

lenges of a given national context. For example, the interplay be-

tween the value propositions of reduced capital costs, improved

efficiency, fuel price volatility, flexibility, demand patterns and

projections, and the abundance of renewable energy remains

complex and opaque. Together, there is a lack of evidence as

to the significance of benefits the public may gain from further in-

vestment in CCS RD&D.

Here, we aimed to address this knowledge gap by developing

an electricity systems optimization model to quantify the poten-

tial value of disruptive CCS technology in the net-zero transitions

of the power sector from the technological and systems points of

view. Moreover, we also aimed to provide insight as to whom

CCS RD&D benefit accrues and, if any, on which element of

the technology the efforts should be focused. In this study, we

used the United Kingdom, Poland, Texas, Wyoming, South Ko-

rea, and Indonesia as case studies to take into account the

impact of different system characteristics on CCS RD&D’s value

and priorities. Our findings show that improvements in CCS

technologies can significantly increase market share of CCS

and allow CCS to catch a broader range of demand levels in

the systems, which are therefore significantly valuable for the pri-

vate sector that develops and utilizes the technology to generate

more revenue. However, improved CCS technologies cannot

significantly reduce system costs further than that an incumbent

CCS technology can deliver to the system. The evidence we pre-

sented here suggests that the public sector needs to reallocate

its resources for efforts to accelerate commercialization of

CCS, such as deployment of CO2 T&S infrastructure to de-risk

private sector’s investment in CCS deployment, which, in turn,

encourages the private sector to continue its RD&D efforts to

advance CCS technology.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Competitiveness of novel technologies against
incumbent options
Similar to the IPCC,2 we find that CCS provides substantial value

for energy system transitions across a wide range of system

characteristics. As may be observed from Figure 1, total system

costs of systems without CCS are consistently more expensive

than those where CCS technology is available, with total system

costs, in the United Kingdom, Poland, Texas, Wyoming, and

South Korea, increasing by between 40% and 200%. For

example, owing to the considerable potential of renewable en-

ergy and existing nuclear capacity, decarbonizing the Texas po-

wer system without CCS is observed to be more than 40%more

costly relative to the scenario where CCS is available. In

contrast, the costs of transitioning the Polish electricity system

to a net-zero paradigm without CCS are found to be around

200% more costly than in the counterfactual; the challenges

associated with decarbonizing the Polish energy system have

been observed previously and are discussed extensively else-

where.28 In other contexts, such as Indonesia, the challenge is

in meeting both expectations of rapid growth in electricity de-

mand, owing to economic growth and development, and also

deep decarbonization. As illustrated below, despite the assump-

tion of a consistently supportive energy policy environment, a
One Earth 5, 434–442, April 15, 2022 435



Figure 2. Key techno-economic parameters of various CCS tech-

nologies

Technologies presented here provide comprehensive coverage of the existing

and emerging portfolio of CCS technologies. It can be observed that they span

an appreciable range of techno-economic features,29–36 namely capital costs,

thermal efficiencies, and flexibilities (characterized by the minimum stable

generation parameter).
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very substantial quantity of power demand may well go un-

served, leading to substantial costs in the form of unmet de-

mand. Thus, the key point of this analysis is that, while CCS ap-

pears to have a consistently positive value proposition, the

magnitude of this value and the specific services expected on

the technology will vary according to the national context.

At the time of writing, CCS remains commercially immature,

with a predominant focus on technology development. There is

currently a plethora of alternative technology concepts in the

R&D stage. They can broadly be considered to fall into liquid sol-

vent-, solid sorbent-, membrane-, cryogenic-, or hybrid-based

approaches. Strictly speaking, the market remains too nascent

to identify an incumbent technology. However, solvent-based

post-combustion capture technologies generally seem to be a

preferred benchmark in most analyses, with commercial offer-

ings from several vendors, e.g., Shell, MHI, GE, and so forth.

Thus combined cycle gas turbine with post-combustion CCS

(CCGT-CCS) is identified as an incumbent option, with some

key emerging technology options being projected in terms of

their capital cost, HHV efficiency, and minimum stable genera-

tion, including (1) CCGT with molten carbonate fuel cell with

post-combustion CCS (MCFC), (2) oxy-fired supercritical gas

power generation, often referred to as the Allam cycle (Oxy-

Gas), (3) integrated reforming combined cycle gas power plant

with pre-combustion CCS (IRCC), (4) coal with post-combustion

CCS (Coal-CCS), (5) coal with oxy-combustion CCS (Oxy-Coal),

and (6) coal integrated gasification combined cycle with pre-

combustion CCS (Coal-IGCC),29–36 as shown in Figure 2.

It is therefore instructive to consider how these various alter-

native technology options compare in terms of deployment

and cost reduction when made available in each area, i.e., the

United Kingdom, Poland, Texas, Wyoming, South Korea, and

Indonesia. In performing these calculations, Electricity Systems

Optimization (ESO) was used to identify the cost-optimal transi-

tion to a 2050 net-zero emissions paradigm for each electricity

system. For each grid, a given unicorn technology was made

available with a capital cost (£/kW) and HHV efficiency in the
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range of 0–10,000 £/kW and 30%–80%HHV, respectively, in

order to fully bind the feasible operating envelope. Here,

techno-economic performance of the unicorn technology is

assumed constant at the time the technology is made available

in the system. The results of this investigation are presented in

Figure 3.

From this figure, a number of conclusions emerge. First, it

would appear that it is very difficult, if not impossible, for a new

CCS technology to improve to an extent sufficient to make ama-

terial and definitive difference to the total system costs, regard-

less of national context.

Second, it would appear that the incumbent technology—

CCGT with post-combustion CCS—is, in all cases, very tough

to beat, although the MCFC option is close. In term of efficiency,

the MCFC has a 4%HHV efficiency advantage over CCGT-CCS.

However, this efficiency gain comes at the cost of an increased

capital intensity; a difference of approximately £300/kW. Conse-

quently, the advantage of a higher efficiency over CCGT-CCS is

outweighed by the increased capital cost. Similarly, while the effi-

ciency of Oxy-Gas is comparable with that of CCGT-CCS and

MCFC, the capital cost needs tobe further reduced tobe compet-

itive against the two technologies. In contrast,with anefficiency of

only �37%, IRCC-CCS is greatly disadvantaged against other

gas-based CCS technologies, particularly in a country with rela-

tively expensive natural gas prices such as Poland.

Finally, the competing roles of coal and gas CCS technologies

are drawn out. Although the capital intensity on a £/kW basis of

coal-based CCS is greater than that of CCGT options, the fuel is

generally cheaper. Accordingly, the comparison with their natu-

ral gas-based counterparts is carried out using 2050’s variable

cost-adjusted efficiencies to consider the benefit of the cheaper

fuel cost of coal. In this study, we define variable cost-adjusted

efficiency as thermal efficiency the incumbent technology

needs to have so that its variable cost matches the cost of

coal-based CCS technologies. This adjustment accounts for

variable, OPEX, fuel, and CO2 T&S costs, but it excludes the total

system cost increase for CO2 removal expenses through nega-

tive emissions technology. As illustrated in Figure 3, even after

the efficiencies are adjusted, the techno-economic performance

of coal-based technologies in the United Kingdom, Texas,

Wyoming, and Indonesia is behind that of CCGT-CCS, MCFC,

and Oxy-Gas. However, it is important to note that this analysis

has been performed on a least-cost basis, i.e., we areminimizing

the cost of electricity generation. This does not consider the

impact of policy instruments, such as a CO2 price, e.g., the UK

and EU ETS, which will further privilege gas over coal, or pay-

ment for CO2 sequestration, e.g., the 45Q tax credit in the United

States.

Ultimately, if a unicorn CCSwith overnight Capex as low as un-

abated CCGT and efficiency equal to oxy-CCS theoretical limit37

is available, the total system cost (TSC) will decrease by only

3%–9%, which, given the uncertainty inherent in this kind of

analysis, is negligible, thus emphasizing the importance of expe-

diting the deployment of incumbent CCS technologies.2,38

System value of disruptive innovations
Based on the foregoing discussion, it appears that there is a

limited public value, i.e., reduction in TSC, associated with the

development of new CCS technologies. Does that, then, imply



Figure 3. Techno-economic characteristics comparison between novel and incumbent technologies and their potential values for the

systems

(A–F) Values of incumbent and novel technologies under development in (A) the United Kingdom, (B) Poland, (C) Texas, (D) Wyoming, (E) South Korea, and (F)

Indonesia are compared with the values of unicorns under different levels of capital cost and efficiency. As can be seen, incumbent technology is ahead of other

technologies in terms of techno-economic performance. Other technologies that might compete includeMCFC andOxy-Gas. This figure also illustrates that even

for unicorn as cheap as unabated CCGT with an efficiency of equal to the maximum theoretical efficiency of an abated CCGT,37 the system value of the

technology is limited. In this figure, efficiencies of coal-based technologies are variable cost adjusted based on efficiencies needed by CCGT-CCS to match

coal’s variable costs. Accordingly, the adjusted efficiencies of coal-based technologies in countries with cheap coal and expensive gas, such as Poland and

South Korea, appear to be very high (i.e., significantly greater than 80%) so are not included in the plot.
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that there is no value at all in the development of improved tech-

nologies? And if there is, to whom does this value accrue? To

address these questions, we now pivot from the public perspec-

tive to that of the private sector and consider the extent to which

disruptive CCS technologies might be deployed.

As can be observed from Figure 4, our definedmaximum tech-

nological improvements, i.e., CCS with a capital cost of un-

abated CCGT and efficiency of CCGT-CCS0 theoretical limit,

can deliver between 25% and 35% of grid capacity in the United

Kingdom, Poland, Texas, South Korea, and Indonesia, and as

much as 64% in Wyoming. Thus, even though technology im-

provements have a minimal effect on TSCs, the potential to cap-

ture a material market share is significant, thus emphasizing the

importance of continuing the private development of new intel-

lectual property in this area.

At this point, the importance of grid-specific characteristics

becomes evident. For example, regions with highly seasonal

load profiles and abundant renewable energy resources, such

as the United Kingdom and Texas, inherently require different

dispatch patterns to meet demand at different points in time,
e.g., baseload, load following, and peak load capacity. In these

grid archetypes, reducing capital cost and increasing flexibility

of all this technology to capture the greatest portion of the mar-

ket are beneficial. Conversely, grids like Wyoming, which have a

flat load profile and relatively limited natural endowment of

renewable energy, favor improved efficiency and obviously

reduced capital cost. Thus, as the electricity grid evolves, the

importance of reducing capital cost is ubiquitous, but there is a

trade-off between the value of efficiency improvements and

that of increased flexibility.

Market share of the unicorn technology
The impact of flexibility on the competitiveness of unicorn is mi-

nor compared to that of cost reduction and efficiency improve-

ment. As seen in Figure 5, the impact of improving flexibility by

reducing the minimum stable generation from 70% to 20% is

generally marginal, but in cases when the values of unicorn

and incumbent are critical, it can increase the share of the uni-

corn in total CCS capacity by up to 42%. In contrast, a marginal

reduction in capital cost and increase in efficiency can greatly
One Earth 5, 434–442, April 15, 2022 437



Figure 4. The impacts of unicorn’s techno-economic characteristics on total system cost and the capacity of the unicorn

(A–F) The figure shows impacts of unicorn’s techno-economic characteristics on total system cost and the capacity of the unicorn in (A) the United Kingdom, (B)

Poland, (C) Texas, (D) Wyoming, (E) South Korea, and (F) Indonesia. As can be seen, capital cost and efficiency may have a significant impact on the

competitiveness of unicorns in the system. However, the value of such techno-economic advantages to the total system cost tends to be limited.
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affect the share of CCS in the systems. Accordingly, while it is

understood that flexibility adds value to the technology, compro-

mising the cost or efficiency to improve the feature is consis-

tently disadvantageous in all cases.

These results show that a marginal techno-economic advan-

tage of the unicorn over the incumbent technology can greatly

improve its competitiveness in a given market. Interestingly, the

results for Indonesia show that CCS technology with inferior effi-

ciency and technology cost compared to the incumbent can gain

a sizable market share in the system; this shows that increasing

the deployment of low carbon firm capacity technologies is

more valuable than chasing unicorn technologies if a system

with rapidly increasing demand is to meet the net-zero target.

Although the insights are market-specific, ceteris paribus, any

reduction in capital cost leads to an increase in market share.

Using the United Kingdom as an example, a capital cost reduc-

tion of £100/kW relative to the incumbent option results in a 4%

increase in market share, with the converse holding true. More-

over, the relationship between increased capital cost being

offset by improved efficiency is non-monotonic in all markets

and varies qualitatively even then: a key lesson being that effi-

ciency improvements may not always deliver good value and

should thus be carefully evaluated. Thus, while significant im-

provements in efficiency are potentially achievable,39–41 it should

be recalled that the associated benefits will primarily accrue to

the private sector.
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These results suggest that the urgent deployment of incum-

bent technologies is a greater priority for the public sector than

the development of new technology concepts. Moreover, the

cost reduction and efficiency improvement impact of market-

making via technology deployment should not be under-esti-

mated as it allows the private sector to gain higher margins.

Thus, it is clear that the deployment of the incumbent technology

can maximize the welfare of both the public and private sectors.

CONCLUSION

CCS is widely recognized as being uniquely valuable to meeting

climate goals.2 However, while this is emphasized via scenarios,

with the recent IEA Net Zero by 2050 report noting that CCS

needs to increase from 40 Mt worldwide today to 1.6 Gt by

2030,42 there is a marked absence of meaningful initiatives to

deploy the critical enabling CO2 T&S infrastructure to facilitate

the deployment of CCS technology.43 Instead, the focus is pri-

marily directed at the research and innovation levels,9–15,21–23

which, while important, cannot translate into avoided CO2

emissions, regardless of how advanced the technology be-

comes. Using the United Kingdom, Poland, Texas, Wyoming,

South Korea, and Indonesia as archetypal electricity systems,

characterized by a range of energy prices, demand profiles

and growth, renewables availability, and existing technology

compositions, we have shown that incumbent CCS technology



Figure 5. The share of unicorn technology in total CCS capacity

(A–F) As can be seen, the impact of Capex reduction, efficiency, and flexibility improvements on the competitiveness of unicorn against the incumbent in (A) the

United Kingdom, (B) Poland, (C) Texas, (D) Wyoming, (E) South Korea, and (F) Indonesia vary as a function of market. This analysis indicates that there is no single

correct answer for the development of breakthrough technologies; the value of individual technical parameters varies as a function of market. In general,

minimizing capital cost is of first-order importance, while the value of improving efficiency is strongly linked to prevailing fuel prices, whereas flexibility is

somewhat more subtle and linked to a combination of qualitative shape of the load duration curve and the availability of renewable energy. As previously, the gray

lines correspond to the proposed limits of thermodynamic efficiency and minimum capital cost.
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for electricity systems is already sufficiently cost-effective and

efficient and thus cost optimally deployed in all cases explored

here in the period to 2050. This finding is built upon an assump-

tion that the electricity system is a stand-alone system, and

therefore, the impact of improvements and integration with other

systems was not explored and may need to be considered for

future works.

Despite its value, the market share of the incumbent market

can be significantly reduced by the availability of unicorn tech-

nology, providing an opportunity for technology developers to in-

crease their market share by advancing CCS technology. From

the plant owner’s perspective, technology with lower cost and

higher efficiency allows power producers to become more

competitive in the capacity andwholesale electricity market auc-
tions. In addition to this, if the technology can operate more flex-

ibly, this grants the owner capability to capture a broader range

of demand levels to increase its revenue, particularly in the grid

with highly seasonal demand. If compared to the incumbent,

however, the majority of emerging CCS technologies appear

not to be competitive with incumbent technologies when set in

the context of actual market requirements. While some options,

such asMCFC andOxy-CCS,might appear comparable with the

incumbent in terms of thermal efficiency, one advantage that

incumbent technologies will have is the ability to provide a per-

formance guarantee, which is essentially a prerequisite for com-

mercial deployment.

Notwithstanding this, while having a cheaper, more efficient,

and flexible technology is undoubtedly beneficial, this study
One Earth 5, 434–442, April 15, 2022 439



Figure 6. Illustration of key characteristics of

various power systems

As can be seen, the fuel price and demand profile

are shown as gas-to-coal price ratio and season-

ality, which is defined as the standard deviation of

the normalized hourly load. Here, the 2020 and

projected 2050 peak load demand are presented as

the size of the inner and outer circles, respectively. It

can be observed that in some regions, such as the

United Kingdom, Germany, or Japan, power de-

mand is projected to increase only slightly, if at all,

whereas other regions, such as Indonesia or Viet-

nam, anticipate very significant increased power

demand by 2050. These projections come to bear in

the context of the capability of supply chains to

deliver the requisite generation capacity tomeet this

demand. Finally, the average capacity factor of

renewable energy sources, i.e., solar PV, onshore

wind, and offshore wind, illustrates the potential of

renewable energy in each system.
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has demonstrated that the value of such unicorn technologies

is marginal from the public perspective, in terms of further

reduction on system costs (or energy bills) compared to what

would be achieved by the incumbent alone. This is not to say

that there are no other reasons why a new technology may

not outperform an incumbent from the public sector’s point

of view. For example, solutions that use non-volatile solvents,

solid sorbents, or membrane technologies will avoid potential

issues associated with potential fugitive emissions of volatile

organic compounds to the environment.44–46 Similarly, oxy-

combustion concepts both avoid the requirement for an up-

stream supply chain of solids, liquids, or membranes and the

associated potential for carbon leakage and may also provide

an energy storage service.47 There is also the potential for

deriving additional revenue from the other product gases

arising from the air separation process.48

In light of this conclusion, while private efforts to advance CCS

technology improvement are welcomed, there is cause to recon-

sider public funding for CCS RD&D at the technology level. The

public sector ought to focus its resources on efforts that can

overcome market barriers for the commercial deployment of

CCS. These efforts might need to include the development of

market mechanisms to ensure reliable and fair revenue streams

for CCS, such as improving capacity49 and ancillary services50

payments, in which CCS is expected to play a critical role to pro-

vide these services for the grid.51,52 In providing these services,

however, CCS might directly compete with its unabated coun-

terpart. Accordingly, fairer mechanisms that allowCCS to be dis-

patched ahead of unabated plants, such as carbon pricing,53–55

are key. Moreover, increasing the public sector involvement in

the development of CO2 T&S infrastructure may also greatly

benefit CCS commercialization by not only derisking the CCS

plant investment but also potentially significantly reducing CO2

T&S tariffs compared to if the efforts are purely from the private

sector.20 Most importantly, consistent policy support3,4 for the

technology is needed to derisk the investment further, which,

in turn, reduces the cost of capital of CCS deployment.56 Finally,

future research onCCSmay also need to explore further the inte-

gration of the technology and systems levels knowledge to

investigate approaches that may support these commercializa-
440 One Earth 5, 434–442, April 15, 2022
tion efforts, such as pricing mechanisms and CCS infrastructure

or network designs.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
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Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique materials.

Data and code availability

This study did not generate original code. Analysis was carried out using exist-

ing ESO framework, in which all the original code has been deposited at Zen-

odo: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1048943 and is publicly available. Exper-

imental procedures and ESO modifications required to reproduce this study

are available in this paper’s supplemental information. All data have been

deposited at Zenodo Data: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6373257 and are

publicly available.

Research framework

In this study, we employed the ESO framework38,51,57 to quantify the value of

CCS RD&D in the electricity system from the technological and system per-

spectives. ESO is a mixed-integer linear programming model that describes

thewhole electricity system via a hybrid capacity expansion, unit commitment,

and economic dispatch formulation. Importantly, ESO explicitly includes key

grid constraints on the availability of adequate reserve capacity and ancillary

services such as inertia. Decarbonization is driven via emissions targets as

appropriate for a given scenario. For this study, we extended the original model

to allow early retirement for all technologies and also the retrofit of post-com-

bustion CCS technologies for biomass-, gas-, and coal-fired power plants. In

ESO, the number of units of each power generation or storage technology

that can be built every 5-year period is constrained to capture how quickly

the system can deploy the technology using the historical maximum build

rate. While the assumptions might be true for mature technologies, new tech-

nologies areunderstood tohavean increasingbuild rateowing to the increasing

adoption. Accordingly, we revised the build rate formulation in the model to

allow build rates of potentially disruptive new technologies to exponentially in-

crease. This is particularly important in the context of relatively new technolo-

gies, such as renewable energy and CCS, which are still at a relatively low level

of deployment and represent a comparatively small fractionof total installedca-

pacity. Modifications in ESO framework required for these extensions are dis-

cussed in more detail in supplemental experimental procedures in the supple-

mental information. Model workflow implemented in this study is illustrated in

Figure S1 in the supplemental experimental procedures.
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In order to minimize the computational complexity of this study, several as-

sumptions and simplification are implemented in the model:

1. Perfect foresight and the fact that there is no uncertainty are taken into

account

2. The demand-side response is not included, assuming the hourly de-

mand is inelastic to the cost of electricity.

3. Similarly, other prices, such as fuel prices and technology costs, are set

as exogenous parameters.

4. The model is monopolistic, so the system is optimized according to the

system’s perspective without considering potential competitions be-

tween technologies and between actors in the system.

5 The model assumes the electricity system is a standalone system

without considering potential integration with other sectors, such as in-

dustrial, heating, residential, and commercial sectors. Thus, conclu-

sions are drawn exclusively from the electricity system’s point of view.

It is understood that key technology characteristics are capital cost, effi-

ciency, and flexibility.58 In this study, we represent flexibility via the minimum

stable generation level (Pmin) of that technology. Rigorously defining a

maximum efficiency for power generation is relatively straightforward.

Following Cabral and Mac Dowell,37 we calculate the maximum theoretical ef-

ficiency attainable by a CCGT power plant and then reduce this by the mini-

mum work required to capture the CO2 from the exhaust gas. However,

defining a minimum capital cost is much less straightforward, at least on a

theoretical basis. Thus, we propose that the capital cost of an unabated

CCGT represents a reasonable lower bound as developing a technology

that delivers low carbon power for the price of an unabated CCGT technology

is deemed extremely challenging. This provides us with some limits with which

to bound our analysis.

We then use ESO to evaluate the extent to which a new CCS technology

might be expected to be deployed in a given system, focusing on both abso-

lute capacity deployment and also the displacement of the incumbent technol-

ogy (CCGT-CCS). In evaluating the value of the new technology, we also

consider the impact it has on TSCs, thus providing some insight as to whom

the value accrues. This gives rise to three possible outcomes:

1. The technology is not deployed so creates no value.

2. The technology is deployed but does not reduce TSC.

3. The technology is deployed and does reduce TSC.

It is important to note that only one of these outcomes justifies the continued

spending of public money, i.e., outcome 3, where the new technology is de-

ployed and reduces system costs, thus returning a benefit to society. Option

2 implies a benefit only to the private sector, and option 1 implies no benefit

to anyone.

System characteristics such as load duration curve, demand growth, avail-

ability of renewable energy, and prevailing fuel prices will impact the role and

value of technology in a given system. Thus, a system with an abundance of

renewable capacity, a high level of seasonality in electricity demand, and

high fuel costs may well have distinct requirements to systems with limited

renewable potential, year-round constant demand for energy, and low fuel

costs. These variations are illustrated for a range of nations in Figure 6. In addi-

tion to these characteristics, existing capacity may also significantly affect the

system transitions. Existing power generation capacity and hourly electricity

demand for each system are illustrated in Figures S2 and S3 in the supple-

mental information. In this study, we performed our search for a unicorn tech-

nology in the context of six distinct electricity systems, the United Kingdom,

Poland, Texas, Wyoming, South Korea, and Indonesia (represented by the

Java-Madura-Bali/JAMALI system), to capture the impact of these system

characteristics on the value of CCS innovations. The broad context for all

the thought experiments presented here is one where the incumbent system

transitions to a net-zero paradigm by 2050, in line with existing legislation in

the United Kingdom and European Union, and with an eye on the emerging

landscape in the United States and the Asia Pacific regions.

Finally, we use cost data from the UK government’s Department of Business

Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS)29,30,59 with details of emerging CCS

technologies taken from Wood Group’s work in this area.31 This is not meant

to imply a particular endorsement of these data; rather they are used as they
are internally consistent and are not subject to proponent bias. To calculate

the cost of unmet demand, system-specific value of lost load (VoLL) is used.

Data of VoLL for each system and techno-economic performance of each

technology are outlined in Tables S1–S3 in the supplemental information.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.

oneear.2022.03.008.
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